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Highlights
• High content of ZIF-8 were introduced into the matrix of functionalized Pebax 1657.
13
•
CNMR analysis revealed that C-C bond formed at ZIF-8 particle-polymer interface.
• Gas permeation test showed effectiveness of IL-modified ZIF-8/Pebax MMMs.
• Microsoft Excel was linked to Aspen Plus for modeling and simulation.
• Simulation results suggest that recycle of products was effective in separation boost.

Abstract
ZIF-8 powder was synthesized and added with concentrations from 10 to 60 wt.% to the Pebax 1657 matrix modified with Di-butyl-methylimidazolium fluoride (DBMF) ionic liquid.
SEM, XRD and 13C-NMR analysis were applied for the characterization of particles and mixed matrix membranes (MMMs). The results of 13C-NMR analysis suggested that there
are possible new carbon-carbon bonds at particle-polymer interface. The CO2/CH4 mixed gas test results showed that the utilization of high concentrations of ZIF-8 in Pebax 1657
matrix was effective. MMMs containing 60 wt.% and 30 wt.% of ZIF-8 showed the highest (24.4) and lowest (12) CO2/CH4 selectivity among the all synthesized MMM and pure
polymeric samples, respectively. The results of the Microsoft Excel/Aspen Plus modeling and simulation showed that the increase in membrane area, number of membrane modules
and the pressure difference across membranes led to performance advantages for the single-step with permeate recycling (SiSRP) and double step with retentate recycling (DoSRR)
configurations of separation systems. The highest CH4 recovery was observed for the double-step with permeate recycling (DoSPR) configurations when the feed was nearly pure
CH4. The temperature rise showed a notable increasing effect on permeates flow rates of both gases leading to the deterioration of the separation effectiveness for all configurations.
The analysis of membrane thickness on gas permeation showed that the synthesis of thinner membranes leads to better separation performance utilizing permeant or/and retentate
recycle lead to more purified products.

1. Introduction
CO2 is the source of many global problems, such as the reduction of the
heat value of natural gas, pipeline rusting, and pressure drop and hydrate
formation in the natural gas industry [1-3]. Although the traditional CO2
separation operations, such as absorption by amines [4] or cryogenic
operations [5], showed a great effectiveness in CO2 capture from natural
gas, these methods consume a huge amount of energy, and these days
processes with a high level of fuel consumption are not favored by industry.
Membranes, as one of the most interesting methods of CO2 separation, have
emerged because membrane operations are economically attractive and
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they are easy to use and apply [6]. Hence, the number of researches on the
different types of membrane has increased dramatically, particularly for CO2
separation applications. Multilayer MMMs with a combined selective layer
and a porous substrate, have been proven to be effective in CO2 capture
[7,8]. The material selection, design, and concentration for the preparation
of the selective layer are very important in MMMs synthesis. Pebax 1657
or Poly(ether-block-amide) 1657 copolymer, which is fabricated by a
combination of PEO and PA6 segments, showed effectiveness in CO2 capture
and it has been used by many groups as the selective layer main synthesis
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material [7,9]. Different types of modification of these membranes were
applied to several kinds of copolymer and Pebax 1657 membranes in recent
years [7,10-13]. Incorporation of ionic liquid in functionalization of
polymeric materials for the improvement of the separation effectiveness and
compatibility improvement at the polymer-particle interface can be named as
methods that have been examined by several groups [9,11,13-15]. Fam and
his group [7] published the introduction of [emim][BF4] in the modification
of Pebax 1657 for improvement of separation of CO2. Bernardo and his
colleagues [16] successfully fabricated and tested a Pebax membrane
applying an ionic liquid composed of imidazole groups to boost the ability of
the membrane’s CO2 capture. Rabiee et al. [17] entered an ionic liquid into
Pebax synthesis medium for the elevation of separation performance of CO2
from H2. The works that have been performed on the application of ILs based
on imidazole groups in the Pebax solution indicated interesting performance
in CO2 capture. On the other hand, in recent years number of studies on
modification of MOFs and its subgroups on different applications such as gas
adsorption notably elevated [18-20]. ZIF-8, as the most attractive member of
the ZIF family, which is a subgroup of MOFs, has been utilized in MMMs for
sorption of CO2 because of its outstanding CO2-philic property. According to
previous studies [21-25], high concentrations of Zeolitic Imidazolate
Frameworks-8 (ZIFs) in the matrix of polymer resulted in significant
improvement in separation ability of membranes while the mechanical
instability of MMMs limited further rise in concentration of filler because of
the loss of required flexibility for integrity of selective layer. To tackle this
problem, one interesting idea which was examined in some previous works
[22,26-29], is the utilization of imidazolium based ILs for enhancement of
interaction between polymer and ZIF particle. The imidazole group of ILs
was observed to interact strongly with imidazole group of ZIF particles [9,2629]. Therefore in this work, Di-butyl-methylimidazolium Fluoride (DBMF)
an effective and rarely studied type of imidazole based ionic liquid with
proven high affinity for CO2 was synthesized and introduced in the
preparation process of ZIF-8 for improvement in CO2/CH4 separation
properties of resulted MMMs.
There are several different configurations for operating membrane
separation systems such as single-step, single-step with the recycling of
permeate, the double-step with the recycling of permeate, the double-step
with the recycling of retentate, etc. There are well-known commercially
available pieces of software such as Aspen Plus and Aspen HYSYS for
chemical process simulations. However, the model library in none of these
two pieces of software involves any membrane build-in model. It can be
placed, designed and programmed mathematically applying FORTRAN or
Microsoft Excel. Rautenbach et al. [30] presented a membrane system
configuration in Aspen Plus for three different separation processes
neglecting the pressure drop. Davis [31] ignored the effect of a significant
pressure drop in Aspen HYSYS and created a hollow fiber model for
membrane without custom programming. In another work, Chowdhury et al,
[32] implemented Pan model [33] into Aspen Plus using a numerical solution
approach for parallel membrane steams configurations. A successful single
dimension model in Aspen HYSYS for a facilitated transport membrane
separation case of CO2 capture was presented by Hussain and Hagg [34].
Despite the remarkable efforts in the mentioned works, the lack of a
comprehensive and simple approach that includes configurations of single and
several step systems modeled based on permeation data from as-synthesized
high-performance MMMs is felt. Therefore, in this work, initially Pebax 1657
membranes with elevated concentrations of ZIF-8 was fabricated by
incorporation of DBMF ionic liquid to enhance the particle-polymer
compatibility, then the membrane was characterized using SEM, XRD and
13
C-NMR spectroscopy. The permeation data was gathered from binary gas
permeation experiments and the results have been used as input in membrane
modeling for the separation performance comparison of different membrane
systems configurations.

Several grams of Zn(NO3)2.6(H2O) and MeIM granules were first put at
70 °C for 2 h. According to our previous experience [35] to prepare the
smallest ZIF-8 samples, MeIM/Zn(NO3)2. 6(H2O) with the ratio of 32 was
used for the preparation of ZIF-8, using 1 g of Zn(NO3)2. 6(H2O) and 13.87 g
of MeIM. Each precursor was stirred in 100 ml of DMF solvent for 30 min.
Then both clear solutions merged and stirring continued for an additional 2 h.
The procured milky suspension was centrifuged for 20 min and finally
washed with methanol. The final resulted powder was distributed on a dish at
30 °C for 24 hours to dry.
2.3. Synthesis of Di-butyl-methylimidazolium fluoride ionic liquid
First, 1.5 g of NaOH and 2.6 g of 2-methylimidazole were poured into 25
ml of ACN and dissolved by gentle stirring for 1 h, then1-fluorobutane was
poured slowly into ACN solution. An additional 60 min of stirring resulted in
butyl-methylimidazole formation. 1-fluorobutane was poured into the asprepared butyl-methylimidazole solution and the obtained solution was
continued to stir for 6 h at 100 °C. Di-butyl-methylimidazolium fluoride was
removed using batch distillation at the temperature of 70 °C.
2.4. Preparation of supported IL modified membranes
2 g of Pebax has been suspended in a mixture made of 24 ml Di-butylmethylimidazolium fluoride and 24 ml methanol. The obtained sample has
been stirred at 75 °C for 10 h, and then the Pebax granules modified with IL
were collected and washed twice with fresh methanol. These prepared
granules stirred in 60 ml of ethanol and 30 ml of water for 24 h at 70 °C.
Different quantities of as-prepared ZIF-8 powder was wetted in 10 ml of
ethanol before adding to the Pebax 1657 solution to avoid possible
agglomeration of particles. This suspension was then poured into the Pebax
1657 solution followed by three cycles of stirring and ultrasonic operations
bath (each 10 min).
The resulted solution was aged for 3 h for bubble removal. Then the
nonwoven polyester support was fixed on top of flat glass by tapes. The
casting of the modified Pebax 1657 solution was performed using a casting
knife (ZEHNTNER, ZUA 2000). The resulted membrane film was put at 30
o
C for 24 h for evaporation of the solvent. The ZIF-8 content and code name
of samples are shown in Table 1. It has to be noted that a pure ZIF-8 sample,
an unmodified ZIF-8-Pebax 1657 membrane, and a pristine membrane were
synthesized for comparison purposes.

Table 1
Code names of synthesized membrane samples with their ZIF-8 content (Pbx is an
abbreviation for Pebax).
Code names of
membranes

ZIF-8 content in MMM
selective layer (wt. %)

ZIF-8 quantity in
synthesis solution (g)

Z/Pbx-10

10%

0.22

Z/Pbx-20

20%

0.5

Z/Pbx-30

30%

0.86

Z/Pbx-40

40%

1.33

Z/Pbx-50

50%

2

Z/Pbx-60

60%

3

ZIF-8

100%

4

*Pbx

0

0

**

10%

0.22

UZ/Pbx-10

* This sample is synthesized similar to other IL modified samples excluding ZIF-8
incorporation.
** This sample is synthesized similar to (Z/Pbx-10) sample excluding IL incorporation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Pebax has been procured from Arkema Incorporation. Nonwoven
polyester was supplied by NIPC inc., Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH, 99.5%) and
Acetonitrile (ACN, 99.5%) were supplied from Guangzhou Sinosource Inc. 1fluorobutane was bought from Atomax Inc. (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O, 99.5%), 2methyl Imidazole (MeIM, 99.5%), (MeOH, 99.98 %), (Dimethylformamide
(DMF, 99.98%), Ethanol (EtOH, 99.98%), Distilled Water and (n-hexane,
99.98%) were supplied by Merck.
2.2. ZIF-8 powder synthesis

2.5. CO2 and CH4 permeance measurements
A pre-designed and manufactured permeation set-up was used for the
immurements of permeances of CO2 and CH4. This set-up operated with
variable-volume and constant pressure settings using two hand-made flat
membrane modules (see Supplementary file, Fig. S1). The binary mixed-gas
tests were performed at 20 bar feed pressure. Using the permeation setup, 1090 vol.% of CO2-CH4 binary gas mixtures have been made to test the
membranes.
The gas permeances have been calculated by the following formula
[12,36]:
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Pi =

yiQ
A(pf x i − pp yi )

(1)

where Pi is permeance of gas i, xi and yi are in respective feed and permeate
side mole fractions of gas i, A is permeable membrane area (cm2), and pp and
pf are in respective, permeate side and feed side pressures (cmHg).
The division of permeance of gas (A) to gas (B) is defined as selectivity
αA/B by the following formula:

A/B =

PA
PB

(2)

A TCD detector installed in a GC (ACME 6100, Korea) was used for the
detection of gases exiting GC columns. The data from the TCD detector was
used for the exact determination of the composition of permeate flow.
1.6. Characterization
To check the ZIF-8 formation and purity of its crystalline phase, X-ray
diffraction analysis (Shimadzu, XRD-6100) was applied. The diffractometer
was set to operate with radiation (30 mA and 35 kV) and with a scanning
range of 1° ≤2θ≤ 60°. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (TESCANMIRA3) was utilized for the investigation of the structure of the membrane.
To scrutinize the possible formation of carbon-carbon single bonds sue to the
IL modification in MMMs, (13C NMR) spectroscopy was exploited. 13C NMR
patterns of samples were recorded from a spectrometer (400 MSL NMR,
Bruker). The solvent that was selected for 13C NMR spectroscopy was
ethanol-d6 and the reference material for chemical shifts was
tetramethylsilane.

2. Modeling and Simulations
The well-known and widely accepted solution-diffusion mechanism was
selected as the base of modeling in this work. The rearrangement and
modification of eq. (1) yields the governing equations for the calculation of
gas flux:

J CO2

=

yQ
= PA [pf x − p p y]
A

(3)

J CH4

=

(1 − y)Q
= PB[pf (1 − x) − p p (1 − y)]
A

(4)

Dividing two above equations gives:

pf x − p p y
y
=
1− y
pf (1 − x) − pp (1 − y)

(5)
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In which P0 is a constant determined from exponential data fitting with
experimental data, EP is the activation every of permeation of gases (kJ/mol),
R is (0.008314 kJ/(mol.K)) and finally, the temperature (K) is shown by T.
An Aspen Plus ver. 10 simulation environment was utilized to simulate
the single-step and double step membrane configurations with the equation of
state such as Peng-Robinson as the base method. Aspen Plus model library
does not include a membrane separation system, hence a costume membrane
model was designed and programmed using “User Model, User 2 subroutine”
in Aspen plus model library. This model can be linked to a Microsoft Excel
file as a source environment for the definition of variables and calculation of
parameters. The membrane model relationships along with the experimental
permeances and selectivities of different membranes were introduced in
Microsoft Excel in AspenONE-Microsoft Excel interface. Each membrane
block has its own Microsoft Excel file which is uniquely designed and
programmed. The input data has been defined and their values have been
entered in Aspen plus membrane module environment. This data is
transferred to Microsoft Excel as input, then the calculations have been
programmed and performed in an Excel environment finally the results have
been transferred back to Aspen plus environment to be presented to the user
as the result of the simulation. The defined variables in the Aspen Plus
membrane model are presented in Table S1 (refer to the Supplementary
materials).
The membrane process system design is mainly based on parameters of
each membrane modules and the configuration of them. If high purity is not
exigent, a single-stage membrane separation system configuration results in
satisfying recovery. However, for high purity separation demands, it is
necessary to utilize multiple-stage membrane separation system which can
use permeate or retentate as a recycle stream. The system design with several
stages is highly complicated since it is not possible to account for all
membrane system shapes. Two different points of view might be regarded to
optimize and design of a flowsheet and its related operating states. One is to
synthesize a membrane system that includes all practical configurations,
apply nonlinear programming (NLP) to the systems included, and develop a
suitable solution strategy. This approach suffers from a major disadvantage
which is except for the cases that specific routes for optimization are used, the
global optimization parameters cannot be easily found for unconventional
models unless special procedures are applied for global optimization. Another
method is to select a limited number of designs and try to optimize the
selected designs for the best separation performance. In this work, we decided
to apply the second approach to design the membrane system. Hence, four
different configurations of membrane systems have been simulated in Aspen
Plus: The single-step (SiS), the single-step with the recycling of permeate
(SiSRP), the double-step with the recycling of permeate (DoSRP), and double
step with the recycling of retentate (DoSRR). The process flow diagrams of
these simulations are presented in Fig 1 a-d. The sensitivity analysis in Aspen
plus has been applied to investigate the effect of defined variables on the
permeate flux of each membrane system configuration.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Results and Discussions of Experiments

where y and x are in respective the composition of more permeable gas (CO 2)
in the permeate and feed streams, α is the CO2/CH4 selectivity of the
membrane.
Rearranging Eq. (5) in the form of the second-order linear algebraic
equation gives:
 pp
−  p p − pf

p
 f

(











)  y2 + 1− x + x − pp +  ( pp − pf )  y − x = 0
p

f



(6)

Solving this equation gives y and therefore the permeating flux through
the membrane (J). Since the modules of membranes have limited effective
area for permeation, there must be numerous membrane modules in the
purification process:

J total = nJsingle

(7)

The permeabilities and therefore permeances of CO2 and CH4 through
MMMs depend on temperature based on the Arrhenius-type equation:



EP 

RT



P = P0 exp  −

(8)

3.1.1. SEM
The cross-sectional SEM images of IL-modified MMMs are presented in
Fig. 2a-f. In all SEM images, a relatively thin selective layer is observable on
top of a porous thick sub-layer of non-woven polyester which demonstrates
the integrity of casting of ZIF-8/Pebax 1657 solution on support. The porosity
of the nonwoven polyester substrate is observable in all subfigures. This
highly porous substrate appears to show negligible resistance against gas flux.
The relatively thick substrate with a thickness over 100 µm can provide
enough mechanical strength for the selective layer especially for the
permeation experiments with high feed gas pressure. In all of the MMM
samples, the substrate layer is notably rough. Hence the SEM micrograph
from the surface of samples is also needed to conclude the integrity of the
selective layer.
The SEM micrographs from the surface of all improved membranes are
provided in Fig. 3 a-f.
The ZIF-8 concentration elevation in the synthesis solution causes the
roughness of the surfaces of the membranes to increase significantly. This is
because all of the MMMs in the study have been synthesized with
unconventionally high concentrations of ZIF-8, hence, the partial aggregation
of particles at the surface of the membrane is unavoidable. This aggregated
bulk of particles at the surface of membranes leads to partial surface
roughness which is more intense for MMMs with higher concentrations of
ZIF-8.
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It is noteworthy that the roughness of the substrate under the selective
layer did not cause any noticeable surface defects in any of the synthesized
and modified MMMs. Hence it can be said that the integrity of the selective
layer is preserved during the casting process.
3.1.2. XRD Analysis
The X-ray diffraction spectra of (UZ/Pbx-10) and (Z/Pbx-10) samples

can be observed in Fig. 4. The distinguishable large peaks from small to large
angles belong to the reflection of X-ray from crystal planes at coordination of
(100), (200), (211), (220), (310), and (222). They are the peaks that help to
characterize ZIF-8 crystals based on previous literature [37]. The comparison
of the XRD patterns can lead us to the conclusion that the patterns are very
much similar with only minor differences. It shows that the neat ZIF-8
samples are synthesized with significant similarities in the size and shape of
the crystal.

Fig. 1. Process flow diagram of a) single step membrane separation system (SiS), b) single step membrane separation system with recycling of permeate
(SiSRP), c) double step membrane separation system with recycling of permeate (DoSRP) and d) double step membrane separation system with recycling
of retentate (DoSRR).
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Fig. 2. SEM images from cross-section of a) Z/Pbx-10, b) Z/Pbx-20, c) Z/Pbx-30, d) Z/Pbx-40, e) Z/Pbx-50 and f) Z/Pbx-60.

3.1.3. 13C NMR analysis
To investigate the integrity of the modification of ZIF-8/Pebax 1657 with
ionic liquid, spectra of 13C NMR analysis from carefully selected samples
have been recorded and presented (Fig. 5 a-d). With the aid of the 13C NMR
analysis, it is possible to check the generation of new carbon-carbon bonds in
functionalized MMMs. The selection of samples was based on the possibility
of clear chemical sift discrimination Fig. 5a, shows the 13C NMR spectra
collected from Pebax 1657, ionic liquid (DBMF) and pristine ZIF-8 samples
and Fig. 5b, c, d include 13C NMR spectra of (UZ/Pbx-10), (Pbx) and (Z/Pbx10). The chemical shift positions of investigated samples are provided as
supplementary material (see the supplementary file, Table S2). No
distinguishable different 13C NMR peak positions can be observed when

comparing spectra of (UZ/Pbx-10) and pure Pebax 1657 in Fig. 5a and Fig.
5b, hence it appears that during the synthesis of (UZ/Pbx-10), and unmodified
membrane, a new C-C bond did not form. In Fig. 5c, two near peaks
recognizable by the blue ring at 122.5 ppm and 125.2 ppm are present in 13C
NMR spectrum of (Pbx) sample. These peaks merged into a single peak in
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, are related to two atoms of carbon in the imidazole group
of DBMF which are in identical molecular positions. The minor change in
position of chemical shift in spectra of the mentioned atoms of carbon
demonstrates that there are electron clouds with different densities around
their atom cores. This can be related to the possible interconnection of one
carbon atom with its neighboring carbon atom causing the alteration of
symmetric electron cloud density of atoms and generation of new chemical
shifts in the DMBF spectrum. The identical alteration in chemical shifts can
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be seen in Fig. 5d (blue ring). However, in this spectrum, two near peaks at
12.51 and 14.32 ppm, can be distinguished which cannot be observed in other
spectrums due to the overlapping (red rings). The change in the position of
chemical shift for (Z/Pbx-10) at 12-15 ppm is because of the change in

electron cloud density around the core of carbon atom outside the threecarbon ring of imidazole. This observation demonstrates the C-C
interconnection between the out of ring carbon atom of the imidazole
molecule of ZIF-8 with a carbon atom in DBMF.

Fig. 3. SEM from the surface of a) Z/Pbx-10, b) Z/Pbx-20, c) Z/Pbx-30, d) Z/Pbx-40, e) Z/Pbx-50 and f) Z/Pbx-60.
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Fig. 4. The XRD pattern of a) (UZ/Pbx-10) and b) (Z/Pbx-10) MMM samples.

Fig. 5. 13C NMR pattern of a) (dark) ZIF-8, (blue) Pebax and (red) DBMF b) UZ/Pbx-10 c) Pbx and d) Z/Pbx-10 samples.

3.1.4. Permeation analysis
The result of mixed gas tests can be observed in Fig. 6. As can be seen,
the CO2 permeance of IL-modified MMMs at lower concentrations of ZIF-8
(below 30 wt.%) is higher than that of pure Pebax 1657 membrane, however

when the concentration of ZIF-8 rises (above 40 wt.%) in the matrix of Pebax
1657, the CO2 permeance decline. This observation is according to Ordonez
et al. [38] report. It is probable that with the rise of ZIF-8 concentration, at
lower concentrations the presence of particles in the matrix of polymers leads
to disruption of chain packing and fractional free volume increase of the
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polymer and accordingly the increase in permeance of all penetrants [39-41].
Moreover, 0.34 nm of pore diameter of ZIF-8 is between the molecular
diameters of CO2 (0.33 nm) and that of CH4 (0.38 nm), hence the higher
concentrations of ZIF-8 normally come to higher sorption of CO2 and
diffusivity and thereafter higher CO2 permeance. However, at concentrations
above 40 wt.%, according to previous works on the polymeric membrane and
MMMs [42,43], the polymer matrix is not freely available for gas molecules
to pass and the pathways for penetrating gas molecules become longer and
more tortuous leading to a noticeable decline in both CO2 and CH4
permeances. The CO2/CH4 selectivity is higher for all IL-MMMs compared
with pure Pebax 1657 membrane and at high concentrations of ZIF-8 (above
40 wt.%), the increase in CO2/CH4 selectivity is significant with an increase
in ZIF-8 concentration in the synthesis solution. This is related to the
abundance of ZIF-8 particles in MMMs with enhanced affinity for CO2
sorption and remarkable molecular sieving ability which was observed in
other works as well [44]. The results of permeation experiments at three
different temperatures to achieve activation energy of permeation can be
observed in Table S3 (refer to the supplementary file, Table S3). The
activation energy of permeation through different synthesized MMMs
resulted from exponential data fitting using data sets of Table S3 is presented
in Table S4 (also see supplementary file).
The permeation of CO2 and CH4 in the synthesized MMMs was based on
a combination of a well-known solution-diffusion mechanism in the
polymeric phase and surface diffusion and molecular sieving in ZIF phase.

Based on the solution-diffusion mechanism, gases dissolve in the Pebax
matrix then diffuse through it. Concurrently gases transport through the ZIF
phase occur by adsorbing initially into the pores, secondly, diffusion along the
surface of the pore happens, and finally, the desorption back to the permeate
occurs [45]. The effect of diffusion and adsorption in overall permeation
through ZIF is considerable.
Gases absorb into pores of ZIF due to the molecular affinity between gas
and adsorbent. In general, molecules that have larger dipole moments have
higher heats of adsorption [46]. Thus, the affinity of ZIF for CO2 is higher
compared with conventional industrial gases like N2 and CH4. This is because
of a higher molecular weight and a stronger quadrupole moment of CO2.
Once gas moves toward pores of ZIF, due to the difference in chemical
potential across the membrane, surface diffusion takes place [45,47]. Surface
diffusion happens in any pores of different sizes; however, its share is
insignificant in large ones which permit gases to evade lattice potential field.
Molecules with different sizes diffuse at a different rate in ZIF pores; this is
more intense for the molecule that has nearly the same size of the pores. For
the case of ZIF-8, the pore size of this MOF is 0.34 nm which is smaller than
the kinetic diameter of CH4 (0.38 nm) and larger than that of CO2 (0.33nm). If
the particle-polymer interfacial incompatibilities are neglected and we assume
that the only pores in MMMs belong to ZIF-8, the size of ZIF-8 pores cause
the molecular saving to become dominant separation mechanism of CO 2/CH4
separation case.

Fig. 6. The permeances of CO2 and CH4 along with CO2/CH4 selectivity for neat Pebax 1657 membrane and all synthesized MMMs.

3.2. Results and discussions of modeling and simulation parts
The results of the sensitivity analysis of different parameters on CO2 and
CH4 permeate flow rates in Aspen Plus are presented in Figures 7-11.
3.2.1. The effect of membrane area and module number on the permeate
flow rates
The effect of membrane area on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates of
different simulated membrane system configurations (SiS, SiSRP, DoSRP
and DoSRR) are presented in Fig.7 a-d.
When comparing subfigures of Fig. 7 with each other, it can be seen that
the CO2 permeate flow of SiSRP and DoSRR at available high membrane
areas are significantly higher than those of SiS and DoSRP while this is not
the case for CH4, the reason can be related to the fact that the in SiSRP and
DoSRR configurations at high membrane areas, significantly larger mole
percentage of exit streams are recycled back to the feed stream compared with
SiS and DosRP, hence larger partially purified feed flow rate enters the

membrane and therefore CO2 content increases in permeate flow. However
for CH4 because the recycled stream is partially depleted from CH4, reduction
in permeate flow rate is observed. Non-linear increase in CO2 flow rate and
decrease in CH4 flow rates with an increase in membrane area for SiSRP and
DoSRR cases can also be related to the large recycle rate of these
configurations. It is also noteworthy that in system configurations with
higher recycle rates (SiSRP and DoSRR), MMMs with higher permeances of
gases (Z/Pbx-30, Z/Pbx-20 and Z/Pbx-10) favors high membrane area. This
means that for these MMM samples, higher membrane area leads to better
separation performance and a larger difference between CO2 and CH4
permeate flow rates.
The effect of the number of modules on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow
rates of simulated membrane system configurations are presented in Fig. S2
(see supplementary file). For all synthesized MMMs. The effect of the
number of modules on permeate flow rates of gases is very similar to the
effect of the increase in membrane area. This was anticipated because the
increase in module numbers leads to the increase in available membrane area
for permeation of gases, hence their effect on the flow rate of gases in
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permeate must be identical. However, the effect of the increase in membrane
area on permeate flow rates is significantly more intense than that of the
number of modules. One reason for that is related to the fact that modules
used in this study were both flat with very limited area for permeation of
gases. Hence very large numbers of modules are required to achieve a
membrane area for a significant increase in permeate flow rate. Similar to
sensitivity analysis of membrane area, in this case, it can be seen that the
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higher numbers of modules are favored by high permeable MMM samples
(Z/Pbx-30, Z/Pbx-20 and Z/Pbx-10) in SiSRP and DoSRR. These samples
show poor separation performance at lower numbers of modules compared
with Z/Pbx-40, Z/Pbx-50, and Z/Pbx-60 samples, however, as the module
numbers increase, the CO2 permeate flow rate boosts while the rate of CH4
flow rate increment declines substantially leading to the enhancement in
CO2/CH4 separation performance of the whole system configuration.

Fig. 7. The simulated effect of membrane area on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates in: a) SiS, b) SiSRP, c) DoSRP, and d) DoSRR membrane system
configurations for all synthesized MMMs.
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3.2.2. The effect of pressure difference across membrane on the permeate
flow rates

The effect of pressure difference across membranes on CO2 and CH4
permeate flow rates of simulated membrane system configurations are
presented in Fig.8 a-d for all synthesized MMMs. As can be seen with the
increase in applied feed pressure or equivalently the pressure difference
across the membrane the permeate flow rates of CO2 and CH4 increase. This
was due to the increase in gas flux which is directly related to the increasing
pressure difference across the membrane. As can be observed the changing
trend of CO2 permeate flow rate of all of MMMs in four different
configurations show increasing slope with an increase in applied pressure

difference and this leads to enhancement in separation performance in all
configurations in higher pressure differences. Moreover, the increased
permeance of MMMs with increased pressure difference across membranes
leads to an increase in CH4 recovery of the membrane system especially for
systems utilizing permeate recycle stream due to the overall gas permeation
enhancement [48]. For the case of DoSRR configuration which utilizes
retentate recycle an intense increase in CO2 is observed which is not typical of
systems with retentate recycle. This is because the permeate of the first step
of membrane separation enters the second step, therefore the retentate of the
second step of DoSRR composed of relatively high concentration of CO 2
leading to an increase in CO2 concentration of feed stream which then results
in a significant increase in CO2 permeate flux.

Fig. 8. The simulated effect of pressure difference across membranes on CO 2 and CH4 permeate flow rates in: a) SiS, b) SiSRP, c) DoSRP and d) DoSRR
membrane system configurations for all synthesized MMMs.
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3.2.3. The effect of membrane feed composition on the permeate flow rates
The effect of feed composition on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates of
simulated membrane system configurations are presented in Fig. 9 a-d for all
synthesized MMMs. With an increase in the CH4 content of the feed, in all
different configurations, the CO2 permeate flow rate decreases while CH4
permeate flow rate increases. The decrease in the CO2 flow rate is more
drastic than the increase in CH4 flow rate. This is because all of the
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synthesized and modeled MMMs in this study are strong CO2 selective
membranes, hence the decrease in the CO2 content of the feed affects more on
CO2 permeation than CH4 permeation. Moreover, the increase of CH4 content
of the feed from 80% to near 100% means near 25% increase in CH 4 feed
content, however for the case of CO2 the decrease of CO2 content in the feed
from 20% to near zero means almost 100% decrease in CO2 feed content.
This can be another reason for the significant decline in CO2 permeate flow
rate and a mild increase in CH4 permeate flow rate.

Fig. 9. The simulated effect membrane feed composition on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates in: a) SiS, b) SiSRP, c) DoSRP and d) DoSRR membrane
system configurations for all MMMs.
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It is also noteworthy that at CH4 feed content near 100%, the highest CH4
recovery obtains from DoSRP and while DoSRR shows the lowest CH 4
recovery. It means that when the feed is almost pure CH4, DoSRP is the
favorable configuration and DoSRR is the least desirable configuration. The
reason can be related to the fact that when membrane area is relatively low
(0.0125 m2) and the number of modules is limited (1,000,000) the
configurations with permeate recycle (e.g.: DoSRP) show better separation
performance and CH4 recovery since larger amounts of CH4 is recycled back
to the feed [49]. This can be observed in sensitivity analysis related to
membrane area and the number of modules (Fig. 7 and Fig. S2) at low values
of their horizontal axis. Another important point in Fig. 9 is that when
comparing all four subsections of this figure it can be concluded that at high
CH4 content in the feed, the MMMs with lower CO2/CH4 selectivity and
higher permeances are favored. As can be seen, the highest CH 4 permeate

flow rates in all configurations belong to (Z/Pbx-30) sample with the highest
permeances for both CO2 and CH4 and lowest CO2/CH4 selectivity.
3.2.4. The temperature effect on the permeate flow rates
The effect of temperature on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates of
simulated membrane system configurations are presented in Fig.10 a-d for all
synthesized MMMs. As can be seen, the rise in temperature increased both
CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates for all investigated MMMs in all system
configurations. This was mainly due to the significantly increased flexibility
of PEO chains in the Pebax 1657 matrix which provides excess fractional free
volume for CO2 and CH4 to diffuse leading to an increase in permeance of all
MMMs [6].

Fig. 10. The simulated effect temperature on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates in: a) SiS b) SiSRP, c) DoSRP and d) DoSRR membrane system
configurations for all synthesized MMMs.
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Moreover, as can be seen, the slope of change in CO2 and CH4 flow rates with
temperature is higher for more permeable and less selective MMMs. The
reason was that based on eq. (8) and Table S3, the permeance of MMMs with
larger values of Ep is more affected by temperature variations. Hence more
sensible MMMs to temperature are MMMs with larger E p value. This is in
good agreement with the results presented in Fig. 10 a-d. It is worth
mentioning that the separation performance of all system configurations for
all MMMs notably deteriorated with an increase in temperature. In fact, in
373 K, the value of CH4 permeate flow rate approaches the CO2 permeate
flow rate value for most of the MMMs samples simulated meaning that at
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temperatures as high as 373 K, the separation performance of membranes and
therefore different configurations of membrane systems decline substantially
leading the membrane separation systems to become futile.
3.2.5. The effect of membrane thickness on the permeate flow rates
The effect of membrane thickness on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates
of simulated membrane system configurations are presented in Fig.11 a-d for
all synthesized MMMs.

Fig. 11. The simulated effect membrane thickness on CO2 and CH4 permeate flow rates in: a) SiS, b) SiSRP, c) DoSRP and d) DoSRR membrane system
configurations for all synthesized MMMs.
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With an increase in the thickness of MMMs the CO2 permeate flow rate
drastically declines for all MMMs in all four different configurations. This is
related to the fact that the increase in the thickness of membranes leads to
decrease in permeance of both CO2 and CH4 which is observable, however,
because all MMMs in this study are strongly CO2 selective membrane the
effect of membrane thickness is more intense on CO2 then CH4 permeate
flow. Moreover, the increase of thickness from 20 µm to 60 µm means 200%
increase in thickness while the increase of thickness from 60 µm to 100 µm
means 67% increase in the thickness of MMMs and this percentage decreases
substantially when the thickness increases gradually, therefore the gas flux
change at lower thicknesses are remarkably more intense than that at higher
thicknesses. When comparing subfigures of Fig. 11 with each other it can be
concluded that the separation of CO2 from CH4 ability of SiSRP, DoSRP and
DoSRR configurations are noticeably superior to that of SiS configuration.
The reason can be related to the presence of a recycle stream with different
rates in SiSRP, DoSRP and DoSRR configurations which provide the more
purified product by re-purification of permeate or retentate streams. It is also
important to mention that when the MMMs are fabricated with the minimum
possible thickness, more permeable membranes are more efficient in system
configurations with recycles; however when the thickness of MMMs
increases the separation performance declines and the more selective MMMs
become more efficient in these systems. It can be concluded from this
sensitivity analysis that to reach superior separation performance in different
configurations, first, the membrane in modules has to be as thin as possible
provided that its morphological integrity preserves, second the recycle of
permeate or retentate must be applied to the membrane separation system.

4. Conclusions
ZIF-8 particles have been synthesized with a high molar ratio of
MeIM/Zn(NO3)2. 6(H2O)=32. These particles have been introduced in the
matrix of modified Pebax 1657 with concentrations up to 60 wt.%. Di-butylmethylimidazolium fluoride (DBMF) was used to functionalize the surface of
Pebax 1657 for enhancement of compatibility between ZIF-8 and Pebax 1657.
The results of 13C-NMR analysis suggested that there are possible new
carbon-carbon bonds at the interface of ZIF-8 and functionalized Pebax 1657.
The SEM micrographs from the surface of synthesized MMMs visually
approved the integrity of the selective layer. The CO 2/CH4 binary mixed gas
test results showed the successful incorporation of high concentrations of
ZIF-8 in the matrix of Pebax 1657. The membrane containing 60 wt. % of
ZIF-8, showed the highest CO2/CH4 selectivity with a significant decline in
CO2 permeance while the sample having 30 wt. % of ZIF-8, showed the
lowest selectivity and highest CO2 permeance among all synthesized cases.
The results overly demonstrate significant improvement of MMMs
performance compared with Pebax 1657 pure membrane. The results of
membrane separation system configurations modeling in Microsoft Excel and
its linked simulation with Aspen Plus showed that the increase in membrane
area, number of membrane modules and the pressure difference across
membranes lead to increase of CO2 permeate flow with elevating slope for
SiSRP and DoSRR configurations of membrane separation systems resulting
in CO2/CH4 separation enhancement for these two configurations compared
with SiS and DoSRP. This was mainly due to the relatively larger recycle rate
in SiSRP and DoSRR. The sensitivity analysis of membrane feed composition
on permeate flow of gases showed that nearly pure CH4 feed the leads to the
observation of highest CH4 recovery from DoSRP and while DoSRR shows
the lowest CH4 recovery because of the limitations of membrane area and
module number in Aspen Plus simulation. The rise in temperature showed
notable increasing effect on permeates flow rates of both gases leading to the
deterioration of separation effectiveness of all membrane system
configurations. Finally, the results of the sensitivity analysis of membrane
thickness on permeate flow rates of gases showed that synthesis of thinner
membranes leads to better separation performance as long as the integrity of
the membrane preserves. Moreover, utilizing permeate or retentate recycle
lead to more purified product.
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